**Literacy and/or Math Interventionist**

The College School is a private elementary and middle school that offers students with mild learning challenges a rigorous and engaging education in a unique University and laboratory-school setting. The instructional team is searching for a highly-skilled part-time interventionist for literacy and/or math. This position is perfect for a dedicated and dynamic educator who has a strong desire to help students reach their literacy and/or math potential. Candidates must have exceptional progress monitoring and teaching skills as well as proficiency in classroom and time management. Instructional delivery models are flexible and based on student needs, so a collaborative, dedicated spirit is essential. Candidates should have at least a bachelor’s degree in education or a related field as well as prior classroom experience (or are currently in pursuit of these goals). Additional certifications and training--such as Reading Specialist, Wilson/Fundations/Just Words, Reading Assist, Math programs--are a plus. If you are a passionate, hard-working individual who wants to play a role in helping students transform into proud and competent learners, please submit your resume and cover letter to tcs-ud@udel.edu.